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Planning Division

EXHIBIT 4.1

06/16/2021

June 16, 2021
Elena Sasin, Associate Planner
Community Development Department
12725 SW Millikan Way, PO Box 4755
Beaverton, OR 97076
By Email: esasin@beavertonoregon.gov
Re: THPRD Requested Conditions for Approval on the South Cooper Mountain Blackbird
Farms Development - Casefile: CPA2020-0008 / CO2020-0008 / CU2020-0009 /
DR2020-0136 / DR2020-0137 / DR2020-0138 / DR2021-0044 / LD2020-0014 / LD20200015 / PD2020-0007 / TP2020-0009 / TP2020-0010 / ZMA2020-0008
Dear Ms. Sasin,
Please accept the following comments from the Tualatin Hills Park & Recreation District (THPRD)
as requested conditions of approval.
The proposed development includes three parks (Parks A, B, and C). THPRD welcomes the
conversation of transferring ownership of Parks A and C; however, to facilitate that conversation,
development plans for Parks A and C must comply with THRPD park development standards as
set forth in the 2019 Parks Functional Plan prior to development. Specifically, the applicant shall:
•
•
•
•

Ensure Park A complies with the Pocket Park Level of Service (LOS) standards identified
in section 3.1.5 of the THPRD’s Parks Functional Plan.
Prior to development, obtain design approval from THPRD Design & Development
Department staff for Park C development plans.
Consider all park site standards identified in Parks Functional Plan section 4.1.5.
Ensure components included in Parks A and C can be maintained at the service frequency
identified by Service Level 2 of Table 11 of the Parks Functional Plan.

Additionally, the proposed development includes off-street community trails and an on-street,
east-west community trail on Scholls Ferry Road. The applicant shall coordinate with THPRD to
ensure that all trails are constructed to standards set forth within the 2016 Trails Functional Plan.
Specifically, the applicant shall:
•
•

Coordinate with THPRD to provide signage for all trails.
Provide plans that show:

Administration Office • 15707 SW Walker Road, Beaverton, OR 97006 • 503/645-6433 • www.thprd.org

All trails adjacent to or within Tract A will comply with Figure 4B of the Trails
Functional Plan, having 10 feet of asphalt, along with gravel shoulders of 1-2 feet
wide, as well as 2-foot horizontal clearance from the shoulder and 10-foot vertical
clearance.
o The east-west, on-street community trail along Scholls Ferry Road will comply with
the minimum standards set forth in Figure 4D of the Trails Functional Plan, having
10-12 feet of asphalt, along with a gravel shoulder of 1-2 feet wide adjacent to the
adjoining development, as well as an optional landscape buffer adjacent to Scholls
Ferry Road and 10-foot vertical clearance.
Ensure on-street trails have no private driveway crossings or residential front entrance
access points.
Consider additional THPRD trail design standards to include the following Trails
Functional Plan provisions:
o Trails within Greenways – Section 4.2.2
o Site Furnishings – Section 4.7.1
o Bollards – Section 4.7.2
o Bridges and Boardwalks – Section 4.8
o Risk, Safety and Security – Section 4.10
o

•
•

THPRD looks forward to working with the applicant, the City of Beaverton, and other jurisdictional
partners to ensure high quality recreation amenities are available to future residents of the
proposed South Cooper Mountain Blackbird Farms development.
Sincerely,

Peter Swinton
Planner II
C:

Jeannine Rustad, JD, Planning Manager

Attachment: THPRD 2019 Parks Functional Plan Standards; THPRD 2016 Trails Functional
Plan Trail Design Standards
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3 Future Conditions
To achieve the level of service (LOS) expectations outlined in the
previous section, the district has identified the following guidelines
for development of new parks, and redevelopment or enhancement
of existing parks. The district has established criteria to help prioritize
where and how district resources are allocated when addressing district
park needs.

3.1 Minimum Expectations for New Parks
3.1.1 Land Acquisition
Minimum expectations for land acquisition relate to acquiring sites that
are suitable for development as a park and include the following:
»»Minimum Developable Area:
• Urban Plazas and Pocket Parks: Generally, 1/4 to 1-1/2 acre.
However, the developable area required for urban and pocket
parks is flexible, based on land availability and the need of the
surrounding neighborhood.
• Neighborhood Parks: A minimum of two to four acres is preferred
to meet the desired LOS and is the minimum standard in new
urban areas.
• Community Parks: Eight acres or more.
»»Relatively flat.
»»District-wide balanced mix of natural areas (passive recreation) and
open areas (active recreation).
»»Walkable access from surrounding neighborhoods.
»»Population density, consider amenities appropriate to specific
neighborhoods.
»»Incorporate recommendations and standards identified in the
Athletic Facilities Functional Plan, which provides guidance for siting
ball fields and sport courts.
»»Incorporate recommendations and standards identified in the
Natural Resources Functional Plan when natural areas are present.
»»Incorporate recommendations and standards identified in the Trails
Functional Plan where trails occur or are planned to occur.
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After land is acquired, notice of acquisition is given to maintenance, park
patrol, risk management, and design and development staff, so that
maintenance and security operations may begin (at a minimal level) until
the site can be prioritized, planned, and developed.

3.1.2 Neighborhood Park LOS
To achieve an LOS score of 75, a park fulfilling neighborhood needs will
generally require the following:
»»Five components (see Table 6 - Park Components.)
»»Comfort and convenience amenities
»»Be within a ten-minute walk from the neighborhood it serves
»»Walkable access that is not impeded by barriers, such as arterials,
highways, or rail lines
»»Be within one-half mile of a regional or community trail

3.1.3 Community Park LOS
To achieve an LOS score of 168, a park fulfilling community needs will
generally consist of requirements for Neighborhood LOS plus:
»»An additional three to five components (see Table 6 - Park
Components.)
»»Multiples of a single component, such as four tennis courts or two
ball fields
»»Be within a ten-minute drive time from the community it serves
Parks acquired through developer SDC credit projects or other
partnerships are also expected to adhere to the expectations outlined
above.

3.1.4 Urban Park LOS
Due to the unique function of urban parks, the district recognizes that
a neighborhood LOS score of 75 may not be achievable. To provide
quality LOS for adjacent residents and workers, urban parks will include
the following:
»»One to two components (see Table 6 - Park Components.)
»»Comfort and convenience amenities, e.g., seating, drinking fountain,
bike racks, restroom facilities, or shade
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3.1.5 Pocket Park LOS
Due to the unique function of pocket parks, the district recognizes
that a neighborhood LOS score of 75 may not be achievable. To
provide a quality LOS for adjacent residents, pocket parks will
generally consist of the following:
»»Two to three components (see Table 6 - Park Components.)
»»Comfort and convenience amenities, e.g., seating, drinking
fountain, bike racks, restroom facilities, or shade
»»Located within a ten-minute walk from the neighborhood it
serves
»»Walkable access that is not impeded by barriers, such as steep
terrain, major roadways, or rail lines
Table 6 - Park Components
»»Amphitheater

»»Garden, Display

»»Rectangular Field

»»Aquatics Pool

»»Horseshoe Court

»»Shelter

»»Aquatics Spray Pad

»»Loop Walk

»»Skate Feature

»»Archery Range

»»Multi-Use Court

»»Skate Park

»»Basketball Court

»»Multi-use Pad

»»Tennis Complex

»»Bike Course

»»Multi-use Field

»»Tennis Court

»»Bocce Court

»»Natural Area

»»Tennis Wall

»»Diamond Fields

»»Open Turf

»»Track

»»Disc Golf

»»Passive Node

»»Trail, Multi-Use

»»Dog Park

»»Pickleball Court

»»Trail, Soft Surface

»»Educational
Experience

»»Picnic Ground

»»Volleyball Court

»»Event Space

»»Playground,
Destination

»»Water Access,
Developed

»»Fitness Course

»»Playground, Local

»»Futsal Court

»»Playground, Nature
Play

»»Water Access,
General

»»Game Court
»»Garden, Community

»»Public Art

»»Water Feature
»»Water, Open

(Note: This is not an exhaustive list.)
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4.1.5 Park Site Standards
4.1.5.a Site Furnishings
Site furnishings are fundamental to any park and include, but are not
limited to, seating, picnic areas, restrooms, and kiosks. Typical materials
used for site furnishings include recycled plastic lumber, repurposed
wood, and metal. Other materials may be considered on a projectspecific basis. Comply with ADA standards where required to promote
inclusivity and adaptivity.
Picnic Shelters
Requirements:
»»Comply with ADA.
»»Accommodate at least four permanent picnic tables, including two
ADA-compliant picnic tables.
»»Place trash receptacles and any barbecue grills adjacent to the
shelter, but not under the roof.
Considerations:
»»Locate the shelter to serve as a gathering space, with easy access
to parking, restrooms, and play areas.
»»The shelter should be easily accessible for maintenance service,
and have clear sight lines.
»»If a power source is needed, consider solar power and daylighting,
in addition to standard outlets.
»»Shelter design may provide an artistic element customized to the
site.
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Restrooms
Restrooms may be permanent or portable, based on appropriate park
amenities, use, and/or programming, such as splash pads sports or
picnic shelters.
Requirements:
»»Comply with ADA.
»»Permanent restrooms should include:
• Auto-lock security measures to prevent after hours use
• Single-use restroom facilities
»»Portable restrooms should include:
• Screen enclosure – to be ADA compliant if screening and ADA
facility
• Infrastructure to accommodate maintenance of restroom
Considerations:
»»Locate restrooms near park entries, picnic areas, sport courts, sport
fields, or other similar park components.
»»Locate restrooms for ease of vehicle maintenance service and
access, and with clear sight lines from park entries for security.
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Kiosks
Considerations:
»»Locate at trailheads or at parks with high use as a result of
programming, and/or activities.
»»Include power source (for inactive messaging capabilities).
• Use solar power when possible.
Artwork
Refer to Art Strategy section of the Parks Functional Plan for additional
information.
Considerations:
»»Include artwork, as appropriate.
»»Incorporate into project as:
• Site furnishings (benches, bike racks, kiosk, portable restroom
enclosure, etc.)
• Park components (play equipment, picnic shelter, etc.); as standalone elements (bridge, sculpture, mural, etc.)
• Educational features (interpretive elements, environmental
features, etc.)
Drinking Fountains
Requirements:
»»Comply with ADA.
»»Include at least one drinking fountain with a pet bowl.
»»At sites with active recreation, include a drinking fountain with a jug
filler, as appropriate.
Considerations:
»»Locate near picnic areas, play areas, sport courts, ball fields, and
other similar park components.
»»Do not obstruct path of travel.
»»Site with consideration for utility access.
»»Locate for ease of maintenance service and access.
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Seating
Includes benches, seat walls, boulders, or other features designed for
park users to sit.
Requirements:
»»Comply with ADA.
Considerations:
»»Provide covered seating option, when possible.
»»Locate near play areas, viewing areas/overlooks, plazas, park
entries, sport courts, ball fields, along pathways, and other high-use
park components.
»»Provide space for strollers and mobility devices, outside the path of
travel.
»»Include “skate stops” on seat walls, where appropriate.
Picnic Tables
Requirements:
»»Include ADA accessible tables proportional to number of park
components.
Considerations:
»»Include permanent or temporary/movable tables.
»»Locate near play areas, pathways, plazas, and other similar park
components.
»»Provide space for strollers and mobility devices, outside the path of
travel.
»»Provide shade with trees or a structure, when possible.
Trash Receptacles
Considerations:
»»Locate away from shelters, play areas, or seating.
»»Locate near primary park entries for ease of maintenance service
and access.
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Doggie Bag Dispensers
Requirements:
»»Locate near primary park entries and dog park entries.
»»Locate near trash receptacles.
Considerations:
»»May be mounted on a sign post, fence, or other surface.
Bike Racks
Considerations:
»»Locate near play areas, plazas, park entries, and other similar park
components, as appropriate.
»»Do not obstruct pathways, plazas, park entries, or other high use
pedestrian areas.
»»Accommodate new mobility, as needed (i.e. e-scooters).
»»Provide covered bike racks at sites with high levels of use.
Bollards
Includes permanent, removable, collapsible or other site elements, such
as boulders or logs.
Considerations:
»»Locate where pathways connect to transition ramps at sidewalks,
parking areas, drive aisles, bridges, boardwalks, or streets.
»»Use removable or collapsible bollards where maintenance access is
needed at park entries and pathways.
»»Use decorative bollards in locations where a higher level of design
detail is desired, such as main park entries, plazas and urban parks.
»»Use reflective tape where bollards are located in high use pathways
or trail entries.
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4.1.5.b Play Areas
Play areas are an important component of many park sites, but may
not be appropriate in some settings. Play areas may have multiple
components or a single element.
Play Equipment
Requirements:
»»Play environments shall be safe, durable, vandal resistant, and
require minimal maintenance.
»»Locate with clear sight lines from park entries, picnic areas, and
other high use components.
»»Include play elements for all ages and abilities (including swings),
separate uses depending on size of play area.
Considerations:
»»Include play elements of varying styles and skill levels.
»»Use of inclusive play elements is strongly encouraged at all
park sites, especially those serving as destination sites due to
programming, including ball fields, community gardens, dog parks
and other similar components.
»»Incorporate shade into the playground and seating, where possible.
»»Shaded seating, such as trees or shade structures, should be
located close enough to play areas for adults to supervise children.
»»Avoid perimeter planter strips or small planting pockets adjacent to
play equipment.
»»Locate for ease of maintenance service and access.
Safety Surfacing
Requirements:
»»Comply with all national and industry safety standards.
»»Use synthetic surfacing or engineered wood fiber (EWF) that is
contained by a sidewalk, curbing or other edging material.
»»Provide transition ramps to allow access from pathway to the play
area where EWF is used.
Considerations:
»»Synthetic surfacing may include a variety of surfaces, color patterns,
or elevation changes in the play area.
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Accessibility
Requirements:
»»Include all-inclusive play areas at community parks, special-use
sport facilities, and recreation centers.
»»To the greatest extent possible, comply with district’s Access for
All Initiative: All play areas and equipment should be all inclusive,
providing accessible play elements for all age and abilities, including
mobility, visual, audio and cognitive features.
Considerations:
»»Include all-inclusive play areas at park sites with destinations, such
as dog parks, splash pads or other similar components.
»»Provide equitable distribution of all-inclusive play areas throughout
the district.
Drainage
Requirements:
»»Include subsurface drainage system under safety surfacing that
daylights away from play area.
»»Ensure positive surface drainage away from play equipment and
other surface play elements.
»»Review site design to ensure property drainage for pocket parks and
urban plazas that may have more hardscape amenities.
Spatial Relationship of Play Areas to Other Park Components
Requirements:
»»Locate with clear sight lines from park entries, picnic areas, and
other high use components.
»»Locate within close proximity of primary entry or parking lot.
Considerations:
»»Avoid locating adjacent to ball fields, sports courts, or other active
/ programmed uses to reduce user conflicts. Refer to the Athletic
Facilities Functional Plan (AFFP) for additional information.
»»Avoid locating in or near stands of large, mature trees where tree
litter and debris may cause for safety and/or maintenance concerns.
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Nature Play
Considerations:
»»Locate in parks with natural features, such as woodlands.
»»Include boulders, logs, or other natural elements, when site
conditions are appropriate.
»»Use unique features and materials found on or nearby sites.
»»Incorporate with typical play equipment or develop as stand-alone
park feature. Refer to the Natural Resources Functional Plan (NRFP)
Nature Play guidelines for additional information.

4.1.5.c Urban Plazas
Due to the unique nature of open space in higher density areas,
traditional park design may not be appropriate in meeting the
recreational needs of these areas. In those instances, urban plazas can
satisfy open space needs providing both formal and informal spaces for
users to enjoy. In many instances, an urban plaza will require a higher
level of maintenance due to the higher level of design, use, and visibility
associated with these spaces.
Requirements:
»»Include seating, such as benches, picnic tables, or walls.
»»Comply with ADA standards.
»»Ensure positive drainage away from buildings.
»»Design expansion and control joints to manage cracking and
aesthetically enhance the plaza design.
Considerations:
»»Accommodate a wide variety of functions/events in the space.
»»Provide lighting and electric power source.
»»Provide a water source, such as a hose bib.

4.1.5.d Dog Parks
Dog parks are an important component of the district’s park system and
ensuring their distribution throughout the district is critical. Dog parks
can be stand-alone components or included as part of an overall park
development. Specific design guidelines for dog parks are included in
this plan in Section 4.1.8.
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4.1.5.e Accessibility
To ensure continued compliance and implementation of the district’s
commitment to meet or surpass requirements set forth in the Title II of
the Americans with Disabilities Act: “all parks, their components and
to the greatest extent possible, the comforts and conveniences within
them shall be designed - with the guidance of the district’s Access for
All Initiative - to be fully accessible for park users of all ages.” While it is
understood that not every portion of a park site may be ADA accessible,
every effort should be made to ensure all intended experiences of that
park site are made available to all park users. Accessibility is a critical
piece for any park site or facility and conformance to the Americans with
Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) is expected.
Mobility
Requirements:
»»Park entry points, parking areas, and public rights-of-way must
consider accessibility of mobility devices.
»»Transition landings of sloped pathways, sidewalks, and turns must
consider accessibility of mobility devices.
»»Provide railings and landings, or pull-outs whenever steep slopes
occur on pathways for long or extended stretches.
»»Provide adequate space adjacent to benches, picnic tables and other
seating areas for mobility devices.
Visibility
Requirements:
»»Use truncated warning strips where transition ramps occur at parking
areas and public rights-of-way.
»»Select park component color schemes that promote visibility and/or
contrast.
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Clearance
Requirements:
»»Provide adequate horizontal clearance from park components and
amenities, including landscape elements, in order to ensure clear
access and reduce user conflict.
»»Provide adequate overhead clearance for the intended use that
does not impede access or cause conflict.
»»Provide adequate shoulder clearance along the edge of surfaces
and the path of travel. Refer to the Trails Functional Plan Trail Design
Standards and Guidelines for additional information.
Stairs and Ramps
Requirements:
»»Comply with ADA guidelines for stairs, specifics on treads and risers,
nosings, handrails, and detectable warnings.
»»Comply with ADA guidelines for ramps, specifics on width, slope,
landings, handrails, edge protection and outdoor conditions.
»»Do not exceed five feet between landings on stairs.
»»Avoid single steps to prevent potential tripping hazards.

4.1.5.f Pathways
Pathways are intended to provide for access to components, amenities,
and opportunities for exercise within a park site. Supplemental
information can be found in the Trails Functional Plan and the Natural
Resources Functional Plan related to pathway design. The following
items must be considered:
Hard Surface
Requirements:
»»Use asphalt or concrete for hardscape in parks. Pavers, or other
enhanced surfaces, may be considered in urban plazas.
»»Hard surface paths should be a minimum of five (5) feet wide, wider
widths should be considered in high use areas.
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Considerations:
»»Use pervious pavement, when appropriate, based on-site
conditions.
»»Concrete is preferred in areas near parking, park entries, plazas,
picnic shelters, and other high use areas.
»»Asphalt is preferred for secondary and looped pathways within a
park or connections to park components from a main pathway.
Soft Surface
Requirements:
»»Use compacted crushed rock with fines or bare earth.
»»Soft surface paths should be a minimum three (3) feet wide. Wider
widths should be considered in high use areas.
»»Grade should not exceed 4% maximum.
»»Use of bark chips is prohibited.
Considerations:
»»Crushed rock may include a binding agent when path is sloped or
located in high use areas.
»»Use edging material when adjacent to grass.
»»Use filter fabric where moist conditions are present.

4.1.5.g Signage
All signage proposed at park sites shall adhere to the district’s approved
Signage Policy, included as part of the Maintenance Standards Manual.
Guidance for the use of bilingual or multilingual signage is addressed in
the Signage Policy. The following represents the most commonly found
signs at park sites.
Identification Signs
»»Identification signs include the A1 sign type at neighborhood park
sites; A2 sign type at community and special use parks; and A3 sign
type at all park sites.
»»A1 and A2 signs are located at the main park entry, perpendicular to
the street and may be located in a landscape bed.
»»A3 signs are located at pocket parks, urban parks and secondary
park entries; include a R1 sign and doggie bag dispenser; are offset
at least two (2) feet from the edge of the entry pathway and/or
sidewalk; and may be located in a landscape bed.
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Regulatory Signs
»»R1 Signs are required at all parks. Other rule signage related to
park components (ball fields, courts, etc.) are required only when
appropriate R1 signs are located at all park entries and can be
combined with A3 signs and doggie bag dispensers as needed.
»»Other regulatory sign may be applicable, such as for sport courts,
ball fields, or dog parks, when present. These signs types are
located at the relevant park component(s).
Informational Signs
»»Includes interpretive signage, although other signage may be
applicable.
»»Interpretive signs are used when unique site features or educational
opportunities are present. These signs may be used to identify
historic and culturally significant sites. Signs must adhere to the
district’s interpretive signage program, as administered by the
Natural & Trails Department.

4.1.5.h Lighting
In instances where lighting is necessary, the following should be
considered:
Pathways
Considerations:
»»Use pedestrian scale, pole-mounted lamps, or ornamental bollards.
»»Other lighting styles may be considered, depending on the intent of
their use.
Parking Areas
Considerations:
»»Limit to off-street parking areas.
Ball Fields and Sport Courts
Considerations:
»»Limit to areas that are programmed for night use.
»»Scaled to the intended use.
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Urban Parks and Plazas
Considerations:
»»Provide pedestrian-scale lighting based on intended function of the
site, especially if part of the streetscape.
Security
Considerations:
»»Include with permanent restrooms, as determined by the district’s
manager of security operations.

4.1.5.i Parking
Parking is only provided at park sites with programmed activities
available. Where parking is needed, the following items must to be
considered.
On-Street: the most common type of parking available.
Considerations:
»»Understand the relationship between park components and street
frontage (i.e. routes from street to community garden or picnic
shelter).
Off-Street
Requirements:
»»Design to the minimum parking space standards, including ADA
spaces, per local jurisdiction.
»»Provide enough parking spaces to meet park programming needs
and/or as designated in the Athletic Facilities Functional Plan.
»»Locate parking to minimize conflicts with street, site amenities, and
pedestrian circulation.
Bicycle Parking
Considerations:
»»Locate at main park entries, play areas, plazas, and other high use
park components.
»»Do not impede pedestrian circulation.
»»Consider proximity to park from streets, parking areas, and/or trails.
»»Refer to 5.1.3.a Site Furnishings for details about bike racks.
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Half-Street Improvements
Requirements:
»»Relevant when no sidewalk or curb exists along a park’s street
frontage.
»»Design to meet all regulatory requirements.
Considerations:
»»Incorporate improvements into the overall park design, with onstreet parking as appropriate.
»»Improvements should be considerate of adjacent properties and
street frontages.

4.1.5.j Fencing
When perimeter fence is necessary to delineate property lines or natural
area boundaries, or due to safety and security purposes, the following
fencing types should be considered.
General Information
»»As a general guideline the district does not install perimeter fencing
between the park site and adjacent properties. Only when directed
through land use, will perimeter fencing be installed. The height and
type of fence is determined by the local jurisdiction.
»»The district does not install fencing for adjacent property owners.
In the instance where it is required, the district will place such
fencing on the property owner’s side of the property line and is not
responsible for such fencing after installation.
»»The district does not install fencing to delineate natural area
boundaries unless deemed necessary by Nature & Trails staff or a
local jurisdiction.
»»Locate all fencing within a planter or mow strip regardless of fence
type.
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Split-Rail
The preferred fencing type in most situations to delineate between
contrasting activities or uses.
Requirements:
»»Used for site boundaries.
»»Typically, three to four feet tall with two rails; three rails are
considered “heavy duty.”
Considerations:
»»Use for site boundaries, natural areas, and safety.
»»Use along pathways with steep side slopes.
»»Use along street frontages where play areas are located within 100
feet of a street.
Chain-Link
Considerations:
»»Use for site boundaries, natural areas, dog parks, and safety.
»»Build four to six feet tall. Sport courts and ball fields require taller
fencing. Refer to the Athletic Facilities Functional Plan for more
details.
»»Use along street frontages, parking areas, pathways, and other high
use areas.
»»Use galvanized or black vinyl-coated, depending on application.
»»Use privacy slats, as appropriate.
Wood Plank
Considerations:
»»Use to match conditions of adjacent homeowner properties as a
“good-neighbor” fence.
»»Build four to six feet tall.
»»Locate along park access ways or as appropriate.
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Ornamental/Decorative
Considerations:
»»Use in instances where a higher level of design is desired, such as
urban parks, plazas, or main park entries.
Welded Wire or Field Fencing
Considerations:
»»Use as temporary fencing for lawn or natural area restoration.
»»Build two to five feet tall.

4.1.5.k Landscaping
The following items must be considered for park site landscaping. Use
of native and drought tolerant species should be considered whenever
possible, especially in locations where irrigation is not provided.
Low Maintenance Guidelines
Requirements:
»»Provide mulch “mow ring” around the base of trees located in open
lawn areas.
Considerations:
»»The overall plant palette of trees and shrubs species should be
kept to a minimum with simple massing for efficient care and
maintenance.
»»Minimize plant quantities by designing with a variety of largespreading species.
»»Avoid using plant species that produce excessive litter and debris,
such as fruit, pods or cones.
»»Avoid using weak wooded plant species that are susceptible to
wood rot, wind damage or limb breakage.
»»Avoid locating plant species that will overgrow pathways, sitting
areas, play areas, sport courts and other park components.
»»Design plant compositions that allow for each species to reach full
maturity without excessive “prune-back.”
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Designs
Requirements:
»»Locate landscaping at park entries, plazas, sitting areas, and other
appropriate places, as part of the integral park design.
»»Minimize irrigated planters to the areas of highest use and visibility.
»»Include native and drought tolerant plant species.
Considerations:
»»General landscaping should include medium to large shade trees in
groupings or as a stand-alone specimen.
»»Site entry landscaping should include low-growing shrubs,
groundcovers, perennials, and may include small ornamental trees,
as appropriate.
»»Passive area landscaping should include low-growing shrubs,
groundcovers, small to medium-sized ornamental or shade trees,
and may include perennials in regularly maintained areas with
irrigation.
»»High activity areas, such as play areas, should minimize landscaping
that conflicts with pedestrian access and circulation. In general,
plant species selection should be hardy and resist high foot traffic.
»»Only consider irrigated ornamental plant species, where appropriate.
»»Existing landscaping and trees should be protected and
incorporated into park site development, enhancement, and
redevelopment, whenever possible.
Ornamental Grasses
Considerations:
»»Require minimal maintenance once established.
»»Use at park entries, plazas, and other high use park areas.
Groundcovers
Considerations:
»»Use when lawn is not appropriate, such as on steep slopes, and in
planter beds, where low foot traffic is anticipated.
»»Use ornamental plant species in high visibility areas, such as main
park entries, plazas, and other similar focal areas.
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Shrubs
Considerations:
»»Use ornamental plant species in areas most visible to park users,
such as park entries, sitting areas, and play areas.
»»Use native plant species along park boundaries, natural areas, and
other locations where buffers are needed.
Trees
Considerations:
»»Avoid planting trees that have excessive litter and debris adjacent to
high park use, such as play areas, picnic areas, sport courts, and ball
fields.
»»Select trees according to mature size to ensure location is
appropriate with nearby park components.
»»Avoid placement of trees within ten feet of pathways and sidewalks.
Where trees are needed within ten feet (e.g., street tree planter
strips or urban plazas), follow the local jurisdiction standards.

4.1.5.l Irrigation
The district practices water-efficiency techniques and monitors irrigation
system consumption in daily operations. Irrigation is primarily used to
establish plants after the initial installation and to maintain lawn areas for
programmed activities, such as soccer and baseball. In the event that
water supply changes, the district will re-evaluate its irrigation practices
accordingly. Where irrigation is used at a park site, the following items
must be taken in account.
Groundcover, Shrub, and Tree Areas
»»Automatically irrigate when water source is available.
Lawn Areas
»»Automatically irrigate when water source is available, unless
determined otherwise by the Maintenance Department.
Automated Irrigation System Components: Includes, but is not limited
to, controllers, wiring, valve boxes, valves, piping, drip lines, and
sprinkler heads.
»»Refer to the THPRD Standard Irrigation Details.
»»Develop a replacement and repair schedule for the athletic field
irrigation systems.
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4.1.5.m Stormwater Management
Storm water runoff is typically managed on-site at district park facilities.
Storm water facilities should be incorporated into the overall park design
with minimal impact to the potential use of the site. The following items
need to be considered for stormwater management at park sites.
Pervious Surfaces
Considerations:
»»Use for pathways, plazas, parking areas, and other hard surfaced
areas where feasible. May include the use of asphalt, concrete or
pavers.
• Use asphalt for lower use pathways or low-use, smaller-sized
parking areas.
• Use concrete for higher use pathways, plazas, picnic areas, or
moderate-use parking areas.
• Use pavers for plazas, picnic areas, or parking stalls where drive
aisles will be an impervious material.
Bioswales/Filtration Strips
Considerations:
»»Use adjacent to plazas, parking areas, pathways, sports courts, and
other hard-surfaced areas.
»»Plant in accordance with Clean Water Services Design and
Construction Standards.
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Detention/Retention Ponds
Requirements:
»»If desired or required, incorporate into the overall park design
and plant in accordance with Clean Water Services Design and
Construction Standards.
Wetland Mitigation/Enhancement
Requirements:
»»If desired or required, incorporate into the overall park design and
plant in accordance with regulatory agency guidelines.
Vegetated Corridor Mitigation/Enhancement
Requirements:
»»If desired or required, incorporate into the overall park design
and plant in accordance with Clean Water Services Design and
Construction Standards.
Low Impact Design Alternatives
As part of the overall park design, preserve natural areas by minimizing
development impacts to the greatest extent possible.
Requirements:
»»Implement small integrated treatment techniques throughout the site,
rather than a large single-treatment solution, where space allows.
»»Refer to guidelines established by Clean Water Services.

4.1.5.n Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
The district is committed to ensuring the safety and security of its parks
and facilities. To help make this possible, the following fundamental
CPTED principles should be considered.
Access
Considerations:
»»Establish clearly defined park entries and routes for park users to
easily pass through a park site.
»»Establish clearly defined park boundaries to differentiate between
public and private spaces.
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Visibility
Considerations:
»»Maintain open sight lines throughout a park site in order to promote
natural surveillance and a “see and be seen” concept.

4.1.5.o Sustainability
The district strives to create, operate and maintain more sustainable
parks and facilities. The following principles should be applied whenever
possible.
Materials Found on Site
Considerations:
»»Incorporate the use of local site materials into the overall
development of the park.
»»Include stone, wood, or other natural site features in nature play
areas, seating areas, artwork, landscape features, interpretive
elements, or other features.
Native/Local Materials
Considerations:
»»Incorporate building and landscape materials and products
manufactured in the Pacific Northwest.
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
Considerations:
»»Encourage incorporation of LEED design principle into park
development or park enhancement projects.
Sustainable Sites Initiative
Considerations:
»»Encourage incorporation into an overall park development or park
enhancement.
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Water Conservation
Considerations:
»»Design irrigation systems efficiently to maximize water usage.
»»Design irrigation system zones to be “off-line” once plant
establishment has occurred or when turf areas are no longer
programmed for activities.
»»Use native and drought tolerant plants.

4.1.5.p Safe Routes to Parks
Safe Routes to Parks are short (10-15 minute) walk or bike routes to parks
that are:
»»Accessible via multiple modes of transportation for people of all
ages and abilities.
»»Conveniently located within approximately ½ mile (a 10-minute walk)
from where people live.
»»Safe from traffic and personal danger.
»»Comfortable and appealing places to walk or bicycle.
Providing and identifying Safe Routes to Parks can increase park usage
and improve health for people of all ages, races, abilities, and income
levels. Safe Routes to Parks can benefit neighborhoods that have
experienced historical disinvestment, high traffic streets without bike
and pedestrian infrastructure, crime and public safety challenges, and/
or high rates of chronic disease. THPRD has approximately twenty sites
that have schools adjacent to parks, and close to fifty school sites where
THPRD provides recreation programming. In these instances, THPRD
promotes a coordinated effort to create Safe Routes to Parks as well as
Safe Routes to Schools.
Safe Routes to Parks Implementation
Local governments, community groups, and residents should collaborate
to create policies and practices that support safe and equitable access
to parks. THPRD has an extensive community engagement plan that
identifies best practices and policies. This Plan, combined with the
National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) recommendations, will
be used to guide partnerships and processes.
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The following steps provide a framework for how partners should work
together:
»»Engage: Partner with community organizations and community
members during all stages of the process.
• Work with the coalition and individual partners to analyze data,
conduct audits, collect community surveys, and lead community
meetings/events.
• Hold a meeting or community event and conduct a communitywide survey to gather input and data from community members on
perceived gaps, barriers, and assets to park access. These should
serve as evaluation data to measure community-wide progress.
»»Assess: Understand community priorities based on data and
community input.
• Identify parks or neighborhoods to focus efforts based on data
identifying community need.
• Complete a data and mapping analysis of the park and
surrounding neighborhood and identify assets and barriers to park
access.
• Conduct an in-person walkability, accessibility, and park audit with
community partners at the park and surrounding neighborhood to
identify assets and barriers in park access and safety.
»»Plan: Develop priority areas, set goals and specific actions, identify
policy improvements, and integrate into agency and jurisdiction plans
and policies.
• Define Safe Routes to Parks priority areas and create an action
plan with specific goals and actions based on data and community
feedback.
• Leverage funding opportunities when possible.
• Incorporate Safe Routes to Parks priorities into other plans that
would enhance efforts, such as inclusion in capital improvement
plans, park master plans, neighborhood and comprehensive
planning, Safe Routes to School initiatives, and transportation,
health, and food access plans. Safe Routes to Parks should be
considered in every master plan.
• Identify policy changes to promote Safe Routes to Parks through
amendments to design guidelines, street standards, zoning and
subdivision standards, policing, maintenance, and other policy
opportunities.
• Review Safe Routes to Parks throughout community engagement
processes with THPRD staff, local partners, and community
members.
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»»Implement: Put plans into action using best practices in engineering,
design, and programming. Work with the road authority to help
prioritize necessary improvements.
• Engineering and Design within and leading to the park, focusing on:
• Maintenance
• Street Design
• Signage and wayfinding
• Connectivity
• Programming
• Design programs at the park (including those run by other
organizations) to encourage residents to walk or bike to the park
and engage in physical activity at the park.
• Promote and design programs (including those run by other
organizations) that are tailored to the needs of the community and
reach under-represented or high-need populations or groups.
• Collaborate with Safe Routes to Schools and local authorities’
pedestrian coordinators to combine efforts and gain economies of
scale
• Personal Safety
• Make physical improvements to the built environment that
discourage violence and increase street safety using techniques
of “crime prevention through environmental design” (CPTED)
»»Sustain: Evaluate and sustain the project by integrating into agency
functions and determining if the project is positively affecting the
community.
• Develop a sustainable financing model for Safe Routes to Parks
related projects by redirecting existing resources or identifying new
funding streams.
• Incorporate Safe Routes to Parks action items into park and
recreation and partner agency system-wide planning and policy,
including capital improvement, preventative maintenance, park and
open space plans, and park and street design policies, to increase
sustainability of efforts.
• Measure the impact the changes have on the community. Evaluation
should include measures such as park usage, crime levels, and/or
levels of physical activity before and after changes.
References

“Healthy Communities: Safe Routes to Parks.” Safe Routes to School National
Partnership. Website. https://www.saferoutespartnership.org/healthycommunities/saferoutestoparks
Safe Routes to Parks Action Framework.” National Recreation and Park
Association. 2016 Report. www.nrpa.org
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Art Strategy
Public art is defined as permanent and temporary works of art that
are placed in public spaces. Public art promotes community pride and
visual interest. Within THPRD parks, the purpose of public art is to make
places more vibrant, livable, accessible, and creative. Public art could
be imaginative, engaging, dynamic, interactive, aesthetically pleasing,
connected, and sustainable. Public art within THPRD’s parks can serve
as a source of inspiration and education for residents and visitors.
The art strategy is intended to guide developers, curators, and public
artists; however, it allows room for flexibility. Artists are encouraged to
demonstrate creative freedom of expression within THPRD’s guidelines.
Public artwork that express a key cultural theme or story are often most
effective at engaging the public.
Budget and funding for all artwork should be identified by project
partnership, outside source, or integrated into development budgets
at the onset of the project. A designated designer should be identified
early in the process. The designer will provide expert advice regarding
materials to use and future maintenance of the project.
Local artists should have a good understanding of themes appropriate
for the area and will have the most genuine response to the site.
However, it can also be beneficial to have artists from outside the
community engage with the site, or even collaborate with local artists to
deliver new and exciting art projects. Again, creativity is welcome and
encouraged.
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Community Consultation
Community engagement is integral to the success of a public art
strategy; it instills a sense of ownership and value in the community.
Public art processes should facilitate communication between
community members, local businesses, city officials, artists, and
other stakeholders to ensure the design reflects local character and
preferences.
Site Selection
Locations for the placement of artwork are based on the following
considerations:
»»Visibility
»»Public safety
»»Interior and exterior traffic patterns
»»Relationship of proposed artwork to existing or future architectural
and natural features
»»Facility users and interaction of users with proposed artwork
»»Future development plans for the area
»»Overall program goal or concept
»»Landscape design
»»Relationship of proposed artwork to existing artwork within the site
vicinity
»»Environmental impact
»»Public accessibility to the artwork
»»Social context of the artwork
»»Equal distribution through the district
Criteria for selecting artwork may include but are not limited to:
»»Quality: Consider the inherent quality of the artwork.
»»Context: Consider the architectural, historical, geographical, and
socio-cultural context of the site.
»»Project Goals: Artist’s and artwork’s ability to meet the goals
established for the specific project.
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»»Durability: Consider the structural soundness and inherent
resistance to theft, vandalism, weathering, operation or
maintenance, and repair costs.
»»Public Safety: Evaluate to ensure that it does not present a hazard
for public safety.
»»Feasibility: Examine feasibility and evidence of the artist’s ability to
successfully complete the work as proposed. Factors include project
budget, timeline, artist’s experience, soundness of materials, and
applicable zoning, construction, and design guidelines.
»»Site and Environmental Considerations:
• Is the relationship between the site and the artwork in the best
interest of both?
• Response of artwork or memorial to the natural and built
environment.
• Appropriateness of artwork or memorial scale to the proposed
site.
• Impact on ecology.
• Relationship of artwork or memorial to other art or memorials in
context.
• Impact on historic areas or objects within the park.
• Impact on views or accessibility.
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Maintenance
Long-term survival of outdoor artwork in parks is affected by proximity
to water, climate, use of the site, adjacent buildings, trees, roads
and sidewalks. It is important to determine who will use the area –
pedestrians and pets, cyclists, skateboarders, etc. – and how it will
be used. The survival of outdoor artwork depends on the nature of its
construction, the environment it is exposed to, and the maintenance it
receives. To anticipate and limit future maintenance needs, consult with
professional curators whose technical understanding of materials and
fabrication processes are invaluable during the artwork review process.
Each project must include a decommissioning plan that provides a
specific strategy to maintain and remove artwork at the end of its
lifecycle. THPRD is not mandated to restore any damaged artwork.
Accepting Gifts of Artwork and Memorials
Without thoughtful processes and policies in place, the design,
selection, placement, and maintenance of public art and memorials can
be complex and controversial, especially in an environment in which
public space is limited and in demand for a variety of uses.
Consideration for accepting gifts of art include (but are not limited to):
»»Cover the total cost of a project.
»»Are accessible to all park users.
»»Adhere to the THPRD’s design guidelines for public spaces.
»»Consider the long-term cost of maintenance.
»»Do not conflict with the district’s adopted Goals.
Types of Art (includes but is not limited to):
»»Temporary Art: Programming temporary art provides an opportunity
for the public to experience contemporary art. It allows for
the realization of a diversity of experimental projects by both
established and emerging artists. Temporary art invites a range
of media including digital, mechanical, musical, literary, and
performance art.
»»Traditional Art Forms: Sculpture, painting, billboards, murals, screens,
photography, digital prints, mosaic installations, monuments,
memorials, civic statuary.
»»Multi-Media: Works using digital imagery, film, video, photography,
and cybernetics.
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»»Landscape Design: Signature or landmark statements and
interpretations such as land art, landscape as earth works, and
landscape design as art installations.
»»Functional Design: Architectural forms, facades, site furniture,
lighting, textiles, fabrics, carpets, door handles, glass features, and
street furniture.
»»Applied Design: Works using paving, pathways, floors, walls,
windows, doors, stairways, fencing, and landscape features.
»»Signage as Art: Works using graphics, lighting design, industrial
artifacts re-interpreted as art, and industrial design.
»»Animation: Animation celebrations and collaborations, spatial
and interactive installations, performance, music, dance, theatre,
soundscapes, lighting, art projections, wrapping, fireworks, and
street theatre.
»»Ephemeral Art: An experience constructed by artists making
the unfamiliar in familiar landscapes and sites. Here today, gone
tomorrow, having left both individual and collective memories of a
moment. Fluidity of spaces, mist screens, water jets, lighting design,
kinetic art elements, and temporary installations.
»»Memorials: An item, object, designated space within the park, a
small landscape park, project, or monument established to preserve
the memory of a significant person or event that occurred in the
past. Refer to district policy for requirements.

4.1.5.q Park Hours of Operation
THPRD parks are open from dawn to dusk, though some parks are
open for extended hours. All park hours of operation should be posted
at each site. No one is allowed in parks after hours. THPRD will consider
the following when determining extended hours of operation:
»»Available lighting: Parks may have additional hours of operation
while lighted facilities are reserved or in use.
»»Seasonal use: Parks used as a transportation connection with a
trail/pathway adjacent to or through them have higher use after
dusk, especially in winter; or for special events.
»»Neighboring property uses: Parks near commercial properties may
be open later than those near quieter, residential neighborhoods.
»»Park classification: Urban plazas may be open later than
neighborhood parks because they have more people actively using
the space.
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4.1.6 System Development Charges (SDC) Credit Projects
4.1.6.a Credits for Minimum Standards
Developer SDC credit projects are partnerships between a developer
and the district to develop park sites in lieu of having the developer pay
SDC fees. This partnership is described in more detail in section 4.2.2
below.
The district shall only provide credit for the minimum standards at which
the district would develop a park site. For example, when concrete is
used for a loop pathway in lieu of using asphalt, credit shall only be
granted for the cost of using asphalt. Additional costs associated with
the use of concrete shall be borne by the developer of the project.
Similarly, where a four (4) foot tall chain-link fence is used where a splitrail fence could be used instead, credit shall be given for the cost of the
split-rail fence rather than the chain-link fence.

4.1.7 Maintenance Operations
Maintenance operations at district park sites fall into two categories: park
maintenance, and natural resources maintenance.
»»Park maintenance provides for safe and open access opportunities
for people to recreate, enjoy the outdoors, and compete on sports
fields and courts. Refer to the Athletics Facilities Functional Plan for
additional information relating to athletic facilities maintenance.
»»Natural resources maintenance minimizes human impact and
allows natural processes to continue, while providing safe access
for people, where appropriate. Refer to the Natural Resources
Functional Plan for additional information relating to natural
resources maintenance.
Park maintenance operations are identified as follows:

4.1.7.a General Considerations
Requirements:
»»Integrated pest management should be included in maintenance
operations at all district park sites.
Considerations:
»»Park maintenance is performed in a zone management structure
with six park zones in the South and six parks zones in the North.
Zone maps and weekly site schedules are updated and available at
www.thprd.org on the maintenance operations webpage.
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»»Park maintenance and operation standards and guidelines are
taken from THPRD’s Maintenance Standards Manual and should
be referenced for the most current maintenance and operations
practices.

4.1.7.b Frequency of Operations
Considerations:
»»Frequency of park maintenance is determined by service levels
established for park sites, as shown below in Table 11.
»»Routine park maintenance operations are seasonally dependent,
but are consistent for approximately eight to nine months out of the
year.
»»Park maintenance operations during the winter months are project
based, but also include winterization and spring preparation of
assets and landscapes.
Table 11 - Maintenance Operation Service Levels
Service Level

Site Description

Typical Park Features

Service Frequency

1

Level 1 sites are highly programmed
for sports leagues and tournaments.
Includes urban plazas, community
parks, special use parks, or
recreation/swim centers.

High-use irrigated sport fields /
landscapes, rentable picnic shelters,
community gardens, dog parks,
splash pads or destination features
(i.e. unique play equipment, nature
play areas, lakes, day-use camp
areas, special event features), and
contain high-use garbage cans, and
dog bag dispensers, or an athletic
field that may need a second mow.

2 times per week

2

The majority of parks in the district
are Level 2 sites. Includes pocket
parks, neighborhood parks, higher
use trail segments or linear parks,
and may also include sport fields and
passive green spaces.

Children’s play areas, picnic areas,
trails, green spaces, modest natural
areas, outdoor basketball or tennis
courts, irrigated sport fields or
passive recreation areas, and contain
irrigation systems, drinking fountains,
benches, picnic tables, garbage cans,
dog bag dispensers, signs, etc.

1 time per week

3

Level 3 sites are non-irrigated,
non-programmed, and not used for
park-type activities; and could include
land owned by the district, but not
developed. Includes green spaces,
natural areas, trail segments, or power
line corridors.

Undeveloped landscape, field grass,
soft surface trail sections, or natural
areas, and some sites may have a
garbage can or dog bag dispenser.

1 to 2 times per month
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4.1.7.c Typical Park Maintenance Duties
Field maintenance staff perform routine park maintenance duties, but
occasionally emergency response is needed. Examples of these duties
include:
Routine Park Maintenance Duties:
»»Trash removal
»»Dog bag dispenser stocking
»»High production mowing
»»General landscape practices
»»Safety inspections and reports
»»Irrigation system maintenance
»»Pesticide application
Emergency Response Maintenance Duties:
»»Vandalism repair
»»Graffiti removal
»»Safety response
»»Hazard tree removal and storm response
»»Snow and ice removal

4.1.7.d Support Services
Park maintenance provides support for other district functions including:
»»Special events
»»Community events
»»Picnic shelter rentals

4.1.7.e Public Access at Undeveloped / Future Park Sites
When a future park site is undeveloped, but public access is desired, the
following items must be considered.
Considerations:
»»Active or passive public access or use will be determined by
management, as appropriate for a specific site.
»»Sites may be secured with temporary fencing
»»Interim improvements may include fencing, signage, hazard removal,
rough grading, non-irrigated lawn, or invasive plant removal.
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4.1.8 Dog Parks
Dog parks can be stand-alone components or included as part of an
overall park development. Requests for new dog parks should follow
the guidelines found in Appendix 6.2 – Park User Request Flow Chart.
Public Involvement for new dog parks or dog runs in new parks or as an
existing park enhancement will follow the procedures outlined in section
4.1.4.b (New Park Development) and 4.1.4.c (Existing Park Enhancement,
as applicable.
THPRD’s current policy on dogs was developed to keep parks clean,
safe, and sanitary; it requires that dogs be kept on leash unless in a
designated, fenced dog park. Policy 7.10 (I) requires that dogs on district
property shall be on a leash not more than eight feet in length, or
confined in a vehicle, and must be kept under control at all times.
Requests for additional areas to socialize and exercise dogs continue to
increase as the urban growth boundary expands and new construction
continues. To help inform both staff and the community, the following
guidelines on dog parks were developed to improve the delivery of new
and existing dog parks within the THPRD service area.

4.1.8.a Dog Park Types
THPRD currently has an inventory of three designated, fenced dog
parks. Hazeldale Dog Park, located within Hazeldale Park in Aloha;
PCC Rock Creek Dog Park, located on the campus of PCC Rock Creek
Community College; and Winkleman Park, located off of 175th Ave. on
Cooper Mountain.
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While these three sites have traditional amenities found at most dog
parks—1.5+ acres, separate areas for large and small dogs, access to
water, and parking areas—public input has suggested that THPRD dog
owners would like to see more options at their local parks. These would
be smaller areas within neighborhood parks that may not have all the
usual amenities and would serve a more local crowd.
Given this feedback, below are two types of parks, design elements, and
design criteria that should be considered during the planning process.
A dog park is a larger fenced area designated for dogs to exercise and
socialize off leash. Design elements shall include: a minimum four (4’)
foot perimeter fence, double gates for entry, separate areas for small
and large dogs, appropriate surfacing for the chosen location, seating
(benches), shade, fountain or other appropriate water source, covered
trash receptacles, dog waste bag dispensers, and regulatory signage.
The dog park is typically included as part of an overall park development
process.
A dog run is a smaller fenced area designated for dogs to exercise and
socialize off leash. Design elements shall include: a minimum four (4’) foot
perimeter fence, double gates for entry, appropriate surfacing for the
chosen location, covered trash receptacles, dog waste bag dispensers,
and regulatory signage. The dog run is typically an added amenity to
an existing park following a specific request and community outreach
process.

4.1.8.b Dog Park Design Criteria and Considerations
Dog Park Criteria
i. The targeted size for a dog park is an area of at least one (1) acre
with surrounding fence four feet in height.
ii. The distance between proposed fenced dog park and adjacent
park features, homes, and businesses will be evaluated for conflicts
associated with noise. A target separation of two hundred (200)
feet is preferable; however, changes in topography or intervening
landscape or other screening can reduce the distance of spatial
separation.
iii. Fenced dog parks will require well drained soils and are not
recommended for placement in floodplains.
iv. A fenced dog park shall have permanent signage displaying rules
and regulations and contact information for THPRD.
v. Design of a fenced dog park shall include a potable water source
for dogs to drink. It can provide a water source for cleaning and
maintenance depending on the surface material utilized to ensure
proper sanitation.
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vi. A fenced dog park shall comply with all applicable codes,
ordinances, and regulations.
Considerations:
i. If located within an existing park, consideration should be given
to placing the fenced dog park in any area that will minimize the
impact on primary uses of the park. Sites will be evaluated for
noise conflicts with adjacent park users, adjacent residences, and
businesses. Potential use conflicts include but are not limited to the
following:
a. Playgrounds and other children’s play areas
b. Athletic fields and courts
c. Sensitive habitats and wildlife areas
d. Areas directly upslope from community gardens
e. Greenway trails or internal park pathways
f. Historic sites or other cultural resources
ii. Design of a fenced dog park shall ensure an ADA accessible route
from designated parking if provided or available.
iii. Hours of operation shall follow the same guidelines for the park in
which the fenced dog park is located.
iv. Consideration should be given to the potential amount of fecal
material and ammonia that would be generated from this type of
park. Coordination with the local storm water management agency
to protect water quality could be an option.
Dog Run Criteria
i. The targeted size for a dog run is an area at least ten thousand
(10,000) square feet with surrounding fence four feet in height.
ii. Fenced dog runs will require well drained soils and are not
recommended for placement in floodplains.
iii. A fenced dog run shall have permanent signage displaying rules
and regulations and contact information for THPRD.
iv. A fenced dog park shall comply with all applicable codes,
ordinances, and regulations.
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Considerations:
i. The distance between proposed fenced dog run and adjacent park
features, homes, and businesses will be evaluated for conflicts
associated with noise. In addition to distance, considerations
include changes in topography or intervening landscape or other
screening can reduce the distance of spatial separation.
ii. Typically located with an existing park, consideration should be
given to placing the fenced dog run in any area that will minimize
the impact on primary uses of the park. Sites will be evaluated for
noise conflicts with adjacent park users, adjacent residences, and
businesses. Potential use conflicts include but are not limited to the
following:
a. Playgrounds and other children’s play areas
b. Athletic fields and courts
c. Sensitive habitats and wildlife areas
d. Areas directly upslope from community gardens
e. Greenway trails or internal park pathways
f. Historic sites or other cultural resource
iii. Design of a fenced dog run may include a potable water source
for dogs to drink. It can provide a water source for cleaning and
maintenance depending on the surface material utilized to ensure
proper sanitation.
iv. Design of a fenced dog run shall consider an ADA accessible route
from designated parking if provided or available.
v. Hours of operation may follow the same guidelines for the park
within which the fenced dog run is located or have more restricted
hours to reduce conflicts.
vi. Consideration should be given to potential amount of fecal material
and ammonia that would be generated from this type of park.
Coordination with the local storm water management agency to
protect water quality could be an option.
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4.1.9 Health Benefits of Parks and Recreation
Parks have always been important to the public health of our
communities. Nearly 40 years of research confirms that daily exposure
to nature, including parks, gardens, the urban forest, and green spaces,
support human health and wellness. The connection between active
living and opportunities to avoid chronic diseases (such as diabetes,
heart disease, and respiratory problems) is particularly relevant to large
parks, where people can walk, run, bike on paths, and actively move on
playing fields.
However, small parks and nature spaces, are equally as important to
the health of a community. In many communities, additional land for
large parks is either expensive or difficult to repurpose. Creating small
parks in existing urbanized and underserved areas can be a productive
public and private joint venture that benefits everyone by creating
space for active recreation and connecting with nature. In new urban
areas, THPRD’s goal is to maximize the parks, as set forth in the park
classifications.
THPRD facilities and programs create healthy communities and play
a fundamental role in enhancing the physical environments in which
people live, work, and play. THPRD’s facilities and programs support
and increase health for people of all abilities, ages, socioeconomic
backgrounds, races, and ethnicities. THPRD strives to promote
collaborative programs and policies that reach a vast population to:
»»Reduce obesity and incidence of chronic disease by providing
opportunities to increase rigorous physical activity in a variety of
forms.
»»Provide a connection to the outdoors, which has been proven to
relieve stress levels and improve mental health. Stress is a major
contributor to ill health. Left unresolved, long-term stress can lead to
immune system issues and illness.
»»Foster overall wellness and healthy habits, such as engaging
in enrichment opportunities. Studies have indicated a strong
correlation between access to parks and recreation, and a healthy
lifestyle.
»»Promote exercise opportunities for all ages and abilities.
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»»Build social capital through interpersonal relationships and the
resulting supportive networks. The mere presence of landscape or
trees in a community is linked to greater perceptions of well-being
and neighborhood satisfaction. Residents reported feeling safer
if their development had well-maintained landscaping, including
trees and grass. Active involvement in community greening
and nature restoration projects also produces social benefits,
including strengthening of intergenerational ties and organizational
empowerment.
»»Offer amenities for all ages, stages, abilities, and allow opportunity
to age in place.
»»Incorporate placemaking and create spaces for community members
to come together and interact. While connecting with nature and
outdoors is highly important, so is connecting with people. Parks
give residents, especially children, a place to play where race,
income, etc. do not impede opportunity or involvement.
Public parks and recreation are gateways to a healthier neighborhood
and region, and they ensure that communities are truly livable. With this
knowledge in mind, THPRD plans to establish a range of park types in
different neighborhoods so that all THPRD residents can interact with
others in the outdoors and enjoy healthy lifestyles.
References:
“The Health Benefits of Small Parks and Green Spaces.” National Recreation
and Park Association. Website. https://www.nrpa.org/parks-recreationmagazine/2017/april/the-health-benefits-of-small-parks-and-green-spaces
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4.1 TRAIL DESIGN STANDARDS BY
CLASSIFICATION
A complete trail network provides a variety of experiences within
a range of settings. THPRD’s system includes routes that provide
recreational opportunities as well as alignments that present viable
transportation alternatives for bicycle commuters. The system
includes three main functional classes of trails:
»»Regional Trail
»»Community Trail
»»Neighborhood Trail
See Section 3.1.2 above for definitions of the trail classifications.
Table 4A below provides guidance on trail design based on
classification and Figures 4A through 4C illustrate a typical trail crosssection for each trail classification.

FIGURE 4A

Regional trail typical section
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FIGURE 4B

FIGURE 4C

Community trail typical section

Neighborhood trail typical section
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TABLE 4A TRAIL CLASSIFICATION DESIGN MATRIX
Classification

Function

Materials

Width

Vertical
Clearance*

Horizontal
Clearance**

Regional

Provides
transportation
and recreational
connectivity at a
regional scale

Paved (asphalt
or concrete);
may be pervious

12 feet with
2 foot gravel
shoulder

10 feet (from top
of trail)

2 feet (from
edge of
shoulder)

Community

Provides
recreational and
transportation
connectivity at a
community scale

Paved (asphalt
or concrete; may
be pervious)

10 feet with
1-2 foot gravel
shoulder

10 feet (from top
of trail)

2 feet (from
edge of
shoulder)

Neighborhood
(Urban)

Provides access
or a parallel
route to higher
level trail
facilities

Paved

6-8 feet, with or
without gravel
shoulder

10 feet (from top
of trail)

2 feet (from
edge of
shoulder or trail
w/o shoulder)

Neighborhood
(Natural)

Linear natural
spaces typically
following riparian
corridors

Varies
depending on
site conditions

6-8 feet, no
gravel shoulder

10 feet (from top
of trail)

2 feet (from
edge of trail)

*Area above the trail free from obstructions such as tree limbs or branches
**Area on both sides of trail free from obstructions such as shrubs and trees
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TABLE 4B ADDITIONAL TRAIL TYPE DESIGN MATRIX
Classification

Function

Materials

Width

Vertical
Clearance*

Horizontal
Clearance**

Combined Trail
and Sidewalk

Provides route
options for both
bicyclists and
pedestrians
outside of
existing roadway
corridors

Paved (asphalt
or concrete)

12 feet (sidewalk
and trail)

10 feet (from top
of trail)

2 feet (from
edge of trail)

Trail Adjacent
to a Road or
Sidewalk

Separated
route within a
transportation
corridor

Paved

Regional Trail: 12
feet; Community:
10 feet

Vertical curb
between trail
and roadway; 10
feet (from top of
trail)

4 feet landscape
buffer between
trail and
roadway/
sidewalk; 4
feet (from edge
of trail) - nonlandscape
buffer side)

Trail in a
Greenway

Provides
route for both
pedestrians and
bicyclists using
riparian corridors
and/or wetland
areas

Paved or
unpaved

6-8 feet;
should include
a vegetated
buffer zone from
adjacent water
bodies

10 feet (from top
of trail)

2 feet (from
edge of trail)

*Area above the trail free from obstructions such as tree limbs or branches
**Area on both sides of trail free from obstructions such as shrubs and trees
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4.2 ADDITIONAL TRAIL TYPE DESIGN
STANDARDS
Trails of each classification traverse many types of environments
and contexts. The standards in Table 4B provide guidance for some
common trail types, based on site context.
Any new or improved sidewalks should adhere to the requirements
of the City of Beaverton or Washington County, as appropriate. The
district should partner with both agencies as road improvements
are being planned along trail corridors to help ensure bicycle and
pedestrian needs are adequately met.

FIGURE 4D

Combined trail and sidewalk typical section
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clear

roadway
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4.2.1 Combined Trail and Sidewalk
Shared use paths are completely separated from motorized vehicular
traffic and are constructed in the public right of way, within a green
space area, public utility corridor or other public access area. Combined
sidewalks and trails are generally located adjacent to roadways within the
public right of way. They may be separated from the curb by a landscape
buffer or they may be “curb-tight,” connected to the curb.
Trail design standards for these types of facilities are described in the
table above. Additional consideration should also be given to enhancing
the user experience and safety for both bicycles and pedestrians,
including the use of striping, landscaping, clear sight lines and other
design considerations described later in this section. Figures 4D and 4E
illustrate typical cross-sections for these two
trail types.
FIGURE 4E

Trail adjacent to a roadway, trail typical section
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4.2.2 Trails within Greenways
Due to much of the district’s service area being urbanized, limited
opportunities are available to develop new off-street trails. Much of
the district’s remaining (to be constructed) regional and community
trail system is located within environmentally sensitive areas, such as
creek corridors and greenways. Greenways are defined as follows:
Greenways are linear natural spaces that follow creeks and streams.
Some greenways provide public access with environmentally
compatible trails, viewpoints, or watercraft launch sites. Other
greenways prioritize wildlife habitat protection and do not allow any
public access. (Metro, Regional Trails and Greenways Plan)
Greenways offer substantial recreational and green space
preservation opportunities. When planning for a trail along or in
a greenway, a balance must be provided between the protection
of natural resources and the public’s desire for access to natural
resource areas. Trails within greenways should be studied to identify
impacts to natural resource areas, stormwater, flora and fauna, and
flood levels as well as recreational and transportation benefits for
district residents.
As mentioned previously in this TFP, the trail system map (Figure 3C)
highlights study areas where trails are planned to be located along or
within creek corridors. This includes trails such as Beaverton Creek,
Bronson Creek, Willow Creek and others. Section 3.2.3 outlines the
process of how these study areas will be evaluated using both trail
prioritization criteria outlined in this plan and the site development
suitability criteria outlined in the district’s NRFP.
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The following principles provide some general environmental
considerations for trail development within greenways:
»»Consider
• Alignments to minimize the number of stream crossings
• Circulation and/or migration of local fauna
• Impact of on-site vs. off-site mitigation
• Opportunities for the restoration of poor water quality, habitat areas
and/or stream edges
• Interpretive or educational elements to highlight local features, flora
and fauna
• Use of concrete as a surface treatment option for trails in greenway
due to its durability and lower maintenance requirements
• Natural dispersed infiltration systems such as vegetated swales or
infiltration strips to manage stormwater
• Construction materials with little to no toxicity (see http://www.
pharosproject.net)
»»Avoid
• Fragmentation of small habitats
• Wetlands whenever possible, but if necessary span at the narrowest
point
• Constructing trails that may be more prone to erosion and
maintenance upkeep over time
• Use of pervious paving in floodplain areas or areas without proper
drainage due to sedimentation and higher maintenance requirements
»»Maintain buffer zones (vegetated corridors) from creeks, streams and
sensitive bodies of water per Clean Water Services standards
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4.3 DESIGN EXCEPTIONS
The design standards and guidelines outlined in this section are
the district’s best practices and basis for design of all planned trails.
However, trail development requires consideration of the local
context, project site conditions, the environment and jurisdictional
requirements.
During the master planning and design development process, the
district will consider alternatives to the standard width dimensions,
turning radii, surface treatments and other elements when justification
is provided to address the following factors:
»»User safety
»»Avoidance of and/or minimizing environmental impact
»»Consideration of topography
»»Demand and anticipated level of use
»»Cost
»»Regional or local jurisdictional guidance, such as Metro’s Active
Transportation Plan
Generally, trail widths less than the standard are only to be used
over short distances, such as around utility poles, bridge abutments,
significant trees or in sensitive natural resource areas. Trail widths
greater than the standard width may also be considered in high
use areas, such as near commercial centers, transit, schools and
recreation facilities. Design exceptions may require approval by the
district’s management team.

4.4 ACCESSIBILITY
4.4.1 ADA
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was established to prohibit
discrimination on the basis of disability by public accommodations
and requires places of public accommodation and commercial
facilities to be designed, constructed and altered in compliance with
the accessibility standards established by the ADA. As new trails are
developed and existing trails are enhanced, the district will work on
meeting ADA requirements to ensure access for all.
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4.4.2 ADAAG
The United States Access Board has approved the Americans with Disabilities Act
Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) for trails and outdoor recreational access routes.
However, some trails may have limitations that make meeting ADAAG guidelines
difficult or prohibitive. Prohibitive impacts include harm to significant cultural or
natural resources, requirements of construction methods that are against federal,
state or local regulations, or terrain characteristics that prevent compliance.
Some key ADAAG guidance considerations include:
»»Use of firm and stable surfaces, such as asphalt, concrete, wood, recycled plastic
lumber or compacted gravel, wherever universal accessibility is a consideration
»»Provide clear tread width a minimum of 3 feet
»»Provide a 5 foot wide passing space at a minimum of every 1,000 feet when the
trail width is less than 5 feet wide
»»Avoid surface obstacles more than one-half inch high, or 2 inches high when the
surface is other than asphalt, concrete wood or recycled plastic lumber
»»Avoid a cross slope more than 2%, or 5% where the surface is not asphalt,
concrete, wood or recycled plastic lumber when necessary for drainage
»»Longitudinal slope must meet one or more of the following conditions shown in
Table 4C
»»Provide detectable surface changes at curb ramp approaches from roadways or
parking areas
»»Provide one accessible parking space per every 25 vehicle spaces at trailheads
»»No more than 30% of the total trail length may exceed a running slope of 8.33%

TABLE 4C MAXIMUM RUNNING SLOPE AND LENGTH
Running slope

Maximum Length of Segment

Steeper than

But no more steep than

1 : 0 (0%)

1 : 20 (5%)

No Limit

1 : 20 (5%)

1 : 12 (8.33%)

200 feet

1 : 12 (8.33%)

1 : 10 (10%)

30 feet

1 : 10 (10%)

1 : 8 (12%)

10 feet

ADA Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG), ADA Standards, https://www.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/buildings-and-sites/about-theada-standards/background/adaag
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4.5 REGULATORY
4.5.1 Oregon Department of
Transportation (ODOT)
ODOT has adopted the American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Guide for the Development
of Bicycle Facilities for trail design standards. The AASHTO guide
should be consulted for geometric design standards such as
horizontal and vertical curves, and sight-distance. This is especially
important for those trails serving a transportation function, such
as regional trails. Any trail projects receiving federal funding
assistance will be required to meet ODOT standards in its design and
development.

4.5.2 American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO)
The AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities
generally recommends against the development of trails along
roadways. These facilities create a situation where a portion of the
bicycle traffic rides against the normal flow of motor vehicle traffic and
can result in wrong-way riding when either entering or exiting the trail.
As mentioned above, AASHTO provides guidance for the geometric
design of trail design and construction. These standards should be
considered for all trail projects and are required to be met for all
federally funded trail projects.
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4.5.3 Manual of Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (MUTCD)
The MUTCD regulates the design and use of all traffic control devices
including signs and pavement markings. A summary of the MUTCD
guidance for trails and bicycles includes the following:
»»Use of a solid yellow line when passing is discouraged
»»Use of a dashed yellow line when passing is permitted due to adequate
conditions
»»Use of striping in areas of restricted sight-distance, substandard trail
width, high traffic areas, intersection approaches and/or where night time
riding is expected with limited lighting
»»Avoid over-striping trails in order to maintain effectiveness for trail user
safety purposes
»»Any transportation related signage (regulatory, caution, directional, etc.)
visible from roadways or other public right of way must meet MUTCD
standards
Please note that the district’s Trails Management Program contains more
detailed information related to MUTCD guidance and how the district puts
this guidance into practice along the trails system.

4.5.4 Utilities
Many types of utilities, such as water, gas, electric and others offer
good opportunities for trail co-location. Recreational and utility couse has some complications, including the unique needs of the utility
company or public agency. However, with strategic maintenance and land
agreements, utilities can have a minimal effect on trail users. Additionally,
utility companies usually benefit by having an uninterrupted and easily
accessible route to their utility service.
Each utility has specific requirements regarding trail routing, alignment,
setbacks, loading, landscaping and other factors. For each project all
utilities should be coordinated with to ensure current requirements are
being used as well as to better understand utility maintenance schedules
and servicing needs, including frequency and vehicle/equipment
requirements. Limitations may be placed on trail surfacing materials and
location of structures, such as bridges and boardwalks, depending on
utility type and location.
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The district works with the following utility providers on many of its
trail projects:
»»Bonneville Power Administration (BPA)
»»Portland General Electric Company (PGE)
»»Northwest Natural Gas (NWN)
»»Tualatin Valley Water District (TVWD)
»»Clean Water Services (CWS)
»»City of Beaverton
»»City of Portland

4.5.5 Railroad / TriMet
As with utilities, some of the district’s trails are, or will be, located
in right of way owned by Union Pacific Railroad and operated by
Portland & Western Railroad or owned and operated by TriMet.
As such, coordination with each of these agencies is needed to
ensure their respective requirements are being met. Because most
of these are live railroad right of ways, additional safe guards must
be considered when design and constructing trails. This includes
consideration of the following:
»»Use of fencing and/or other separation techniques should be part of
the trail design when adjacent to railroad tracks
»»Maximize the setback between the trail and the railroad tracks to
the greatest extent possible; subject to railroad, federal, state and
regional guidelines

4.6 SURFACING
When determining surface type for THPRD trails, consider
topography, landscape context, underlying soils, trail type and
classification. Asphalt is the preferred standard for all regional and
community trail surfacing, but alternative trail surfacing may be
allowed with a design exception. All surfaces have advantages and
disadvantages, and each must be analyzed to determine which
surface is most appropriate in any given location.
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4.6.1 Impervious
Traditionally, asphalt and concrete are the most commonly used
materials for trails because they last the longest, meet ADA and ADAAG
requirements and meet the needs of most users. Other possible trail
surfacing options include:
»»Commercial soil stabilizers
»»Geotextile confinement systems
»»Crusher fines
»»Limestone treated surfaces
»»Recycled plastic or wood decking
Surfacing options for bridges and boardwalks are identified in
Section 4.8.3.
In arriving at a recommended trail surface, the following should be
considered:
»»Initial capital cost and funding
»»Long-term maintenance costs
»»Surfacing durability and longevity
»»Existing soil and environmental conditions
»»Availability of materials
»»Anticipated trail use/functionality
»»Aesthetics
ADA and ADAAG-compliant trails require paved surfaces, in most
instances, for access and ease of use. In limited cases, packed gravel
fines can be used, where there is little to no topography. However, packed
surfaces require much more maintenance effort and cost over time, and
may not be desirable in the long term.
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Asphalt
Asphalt trails offer substantial durability for the cost of installation and
maintenance. Asphalt is popular with users for its smooth, continuous
surface and has the benefit of lower cost, but requires more upkeep
in comparison to concrete. As a flexible pavement, asphalt can
also be considered for installing as a paved trail in a greenway or
with grades steeper than three percent. If constructed properly on
suitable sub-grade, asphalt has a life span of ten to 15 years. The use
of asphalt for trails is the district’s preferred standard.

2% cross slo
pe

Width varies depending on
classification

1’ - 2’ wide shoulder

2” asphalt
concrete surface
course

FIGURE 4F

Existing grade
4” - 12” aggregate base course
Geotextile separator fabric

Typical asphalt trail cross-section

Concrete
Typical cross section of a paved trail.
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When cost allows, concrete is recommended because of its
durability, longevity and lower maintenance requirements. Concrete
is especially good in areas prone to frequent flooding, such as
greenways. However, the hardness and jarring effect of this surface
is not preferred by runners or cyclists. Concrete joints that are
saw-cut rather than tooled tend to improve trail user experience. If
constructed properly on suitable sub-grade, concrete has a life span
of approximately 25 to 30 years.
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4.6.2 Pervious / Permeable
The use of permeable paving when feasible supports the district’s
sustainability policy and has a number of positive environmental impacts,
include lower storm water runoff and greater water infiltration rates.
However, permeable paving is generally twice the cost of impervious
materials to install and is recommended when site conditions are
conducive to its use. As permeable paving continues to evolve and
improve, the district will continue to evaluate its potential use in the trail
system. The following should be considered for its use:
»»Conduct a feasibility study to determine site conditions and soil type
»»Environmental factors, such as the proximity to tree canopies or soil
debris
»»Establishment of a regular and routine maintenance schedule to retain
permeability, access for vacuuming debris and cleaning equipment,
especially after storm events
»»Areas with proper drainage (not suitable in floodplain or areas with
ponding or sedimentation)

4.6.3 Soft Surface
For purposes of this plan, natural surface trails are limited to bare earth
(soil), gravel or crushed rock. Additional information about soft surface
trails can be found in the district’s PFP. When using crushed rock or gravel,
trails in greenways benefit from screenings that contain about 4% fines by
weight to compact and stabilize the trail’s surfacing over time. However, an
alternative surface should be considered when designing in flood-prone
areas or steep terrain. When using soft surface trails:
»»Provide constant positive drainage to avoid ponding
»»Bench cut trail into slope without extensive removal of existing
vegetation; build grade reversals and out-sloped elevations to
encourage sheet flow across the trail
»»Design small-scale stormwater facilities along the trail to minimize
erosion
»»Provide a longitudinal slope of 5% and a cross slope of 2%
»»Keep the trail available for year round use
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4.7 AMENITIES
Amenities help distinguish district trails from others and help to
enhance the trail user experience. This includes features such as
site furnishings, bollards, signage, striping and fencing. It should be
noted, however, that these amenities will not always be found along
all district trails due to site constraints, trail classification, anticipated
trail use and other factors. The following design guidelines for typical
district trail amenities are intended as a tool for decision-making
purposes related to new trail design or the enhancement of existing
substandard trails.

4.7.1 Site Furnishings
Although district trails are regularly maintained and monitored,
it is advisable to use vandal resistant construction and materials
whenever possible. Site furnishings typical to district trails are
highlighted as follows:
»»Seating
• May include benches, seat walls, boulders, logs or other built
features
• Typically located at trailheads, mid-block crossings, wildlife or
natural area viewing locations and other areas of interest
• Provide adequate space for strollers and wheelchairs in a manner
that does not impede trail use
• Seat walls shall include skate deterrents as appropriate
»»Trash receptacles
• Preferably located at trailheads and mid-block crossings; may be
considered near wildlife/natural area viewing locations if high use
is anticipated
• Should not be located directly adjacent to benches and seating
areas
• Should be located for ease of maintenance service and access
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»»Bike racks
• Typically located at parks along trail corridors, trailheads and where
restrooms are located
• Should be located in a manner that does not impede trail use
»»Drinking fountains and port-a-potties
• Preferably located at trailheads and parks along trail corridors; may
also be considered near mid-block crossings if other locations are too
far away
• New drinking foundations should include pet bowl and jug filler
options
• Consider locations for ease of maintenance service and access
»»Doggie bag dispensers
• Typically located at trailheads, mid-block crossings and near trash
receptacles
• Mount on post with rules sign or on other surface as appropriate
»»Kiosks
• Typically located at major trailheads or trail intersections
• Design adjacent to the trail near other site furnishings, such as a
bench or trash receptacle
»»Artwork
• Should be considered in the overall design of a trail project, as
appropriate, and can be incorporated as part of the site furnishings
(benches, bike racks, kiosks, etc.); as trail elements (bridge,
boardwalk, walls, etc.); as stand-alone features (sculpture, mural,
etc.); or as educational features (interpretive elements, environmental
features, etc.)
• Consider using local artists to provide works that make the trail
network uniquely distinct and representative of the district’s character
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4.7.2 Bollards
The use of bollards along district trails is intended to discourage motorized
modes from using them. They are also used to distinguish district trails from
trails provided by other public agencies (like school districts or cities) and
private groups (like homeowner associations or golf/athletic clubs). The
types of bollards used by the district and their unique characteristics are
highlighted as follows:
»»May include permanent, removable, collapsible or other site elements, such
as boulders or logs
»»Typically located at trailheads, mid-block crossings, maintenance access
points and any other access point where vehicles may access the trail
»»Bollards are generally installed in groups of:
• Two with removable or collapsible bollards
• Three with two permanent bollards and one removable or collapsible
bollard
»»Bollards are typically yellow in color and should consider the use of
reflective tape
»»Permanent
• Typically used on regional and community trails
• Locate in the gravel shoulder; where no shoulder exists, should be
located 1-2 feet from edge of trail
»»Removable / Collapsible
• Typically used on regional, community and neighborhood trails
• Located at trail centerline when used with permanent bollards on
regional and community trails
• Locate at trail centerline when natural features create side barriers for
neighborhood trails
»»Boulders / Logs
• Typically located along street frontages at mid-block crossings,
trailheads with parking areas and other potential unauthorized vehicle
access points
• Often used in combination with bollards, especially if boulders are
available on site or from another project
• Space uniformly to discourage vehicle entry but still allow for mowing
and smaller sized maintenance equipment
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4.7.3 Signage
All signage proposed along trails shall adhere to the district’s approved Signage
Master Plan. All signs visible from the public right of way must conform to MUTCD
standards and guidelines, especially those signs that are directional and regulatory
in nature. The district is also a partner in Metro’s Intertwine Regional Trails
Program, which provides guidance for identification and wayfinding signage for the
interconnectedness of regionally significant trails, parks, natural areas and green
spaces of the greater metropolitan area. The following list represents signage most
commonly found throughout the district’s trail system. Table 4D provides guidance
for locating these typical sign types found along trails.
»»Site Identification – Type A Sign Family
»»Trailhead Identification – Type D Sign Family
»»Regulatory – Type R Sign Family
»»Directional and Safety – Type T Sign Family
»»Identification
• Signs may include the Intertwine designation per Metro’s Intertwine Regional
Trails Signage Guidelines
»»Regulatory
• Typically includes the R1 sign type at all trail sites, although other regulatory
signs may be applicable
• R1 signs are typically located at all trailheads, mid-block crossings and all other
trail entries and can be combined with A3 signs and doggie bag dispensers as
appropriate
• Any other regulatory sign types are to be located at the appropriate location(s)
within a trail corridor
• Follow AASHTO and MUTCD guidelines for signs at mid-block crossings and
trail intersections
»»Directional and Safety
• Follow Metros Intertwine Regional Trails Signage Guidelines
»»Educational
• Typically includes interpretive signage, although other signage may be
applicable
• Interpretive signs are typically used when unique site features or educational
characteristics exist; any such signage must adhere to the district’s interpretive
signage program as administered by its Natural Resources & Trail Management
department.
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TABLE 4D TRAIL SIGNAGE LOCATIONAL GUIDELINES
Level of
Visibility
(High to
Low)
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Sign Type

Type of Location

Site Placement

Comments

Large ID Sign: A2

Oriented towards
automobile driver

Main entrance OR
prominent road
location

Arterial street

Standard ID Sign: A1

Oriented towards
automobile driver

Main entrance OR
prominent road
location

Minor collector
OR neighborhood
street

Trail ID Sign w/ map:
D2

Major pedestrian
entry point/trailhead/
existing park (ex:
light rail station,
parking lot)

On right side of trail

Requires orientation
map

Trail ID Sign: D1

Regular pedestrian
entrance off arterial
street

On right side of trail
at a minimum of 10
feet inside trail OR
at the apex of the
“T” intersection if
appropriate

Include directional
strips with distance
to prominent feature
or trail connection

Small ID/Rules Sign:
A3/R1

At minor entry
points, including
street crossings

On right side of trail

Rules must be
displayed at all
entry points

Trail Connection: T3

Where patron must
exit trail and use
on-street/sidewalk
routes to close a gap
in trail

On right side of
exiting trail.

Requires
connection map

Pedestrian
Directional: T5

Major directional
at an internal trail
intersection OR split

Placed at the apex
of the “T” or “V”
intersection

Trail Directional: T1

Minor directional
at an internal trail
intersection OR split

Placed at the apex
of the “T” or “V”
intersection

Visible/useful for
users coming from
different directions

Trail Crossing: T4

Where trail makes
direct connection
across the street

On right side of trail
where patrons cross

Must meet MUTCD
standards
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4.7.4 Striping
The use of striping is based on the district’s Trails Management Program.
However, trail projects that are federally funded will be required to follow
AASHTO and MUTCD guidelines. The intent of the district’s striping protocol of
trails is to promote trail user safety by mitigating substandard trail conditions such
as trail narrowing, limited sight-distance or sharp curves. It is not THPRD’s intent to
stripe all the trails throughout the district.

4.7.5 Fencing / Railing
Fences or railings along trails may be needed to prevent access to/from highspeed roadways or to provide protection along steep side slopes and waterways.
Fences should only be used where they are needed for safety reasons. They
should be placed as far away from the trail as possible; with a minimum offset of
two feet. Many of these principles apply to cut-sections of trail where retaining
walls are required: minimum two feet offset, with a rub-rail whenever possible.
Whenever fencing or railing is used in a trail corridor, the following fencing types
should be considered:
»»General considerations
• The district does not install fencing for property owners; in instances where
it is required, the district shall place such fencing on the property owner side
of the property line and the property owner is responsible for fencing after
installation
• The district does not install fencing to delineate natural area boundaries
unless deemed necessary by the Natural Resources & Trail Management
department
• Fencing should be located within a mow strip as deemed necessary by the
Maintenance Operations department regardless of fencing type
»»Split-rail
• Preferably used for site boundaries, natural areas and safety; it is the district’s
preferred fencing type in most situations where delineation between activities
or uses is needed
• When used for site boundaries, fencing should be placed on district side of
the property line for ease of maintenance
• Generally 3-4 feet tall, having two rails; fences having three rails are
considered “heavy duty”
• Consider along trails having steep downhill slopes or at top of retaining walls
• Locate within a bark mulch mow strip as appropriate
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»»Chain-link
• May used for site boundaries and safety
• Generally 3-6 feet tall depending on situation
• May be galvanized or vinyl-coated depending on location; where
vinyl-coating is needed, it should be black
• Consider use of privacy slats as appropriate
»»Welded wire or field fencing
• Typically used for natural areas
• Generally 2-5 feet tall
• Consider along natural areas where access by park users are not
desired, such as mitigation or restoration areas
• Generally used on a temporary basis
»»Ornamental / Decorative
• Ornamental or decorative fencing may be considered in those
instances where a higher level of design is desired, such as main
trailheads located at parks or other district facilities
»»Safety railing
• Typically used along boardwalks, top of retaining walls and steep
slopes where the trail surface is 30 inches or more above ground
surface
• Minimum height of 42 inches
• Openings in the railing must not exceed 4 inches in width
• Where a cyclist’s handlebar may come into contact with a fence
or barrier, a smooth, 12 inch wide rub-rail should be installed at a
height of three feet

4.7.6 Landscaping
Generally THPRD does not design or install landscaping as part of a
trail project unless it relates to mitigation. However, in some situations
trail projects and residential developments are combined that require
aesthetic landscaping. Use of native and drought tolerant species
should be considered whenever possible, especially in locations
where irrigation is not provided.
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»»Locations
• Typically located at trailheads and where separation is needed between
the trail and other uses, such as roadways, sidewalks and pathways
• Shall include native and drought tolerant plant species as appropriate, but
may include ornamental plant species where irrigation is available
• Trees to be planted no closer than 10 feet from the edge of trail surfacing
• Shrubs to be planted no closer than 5 feet from the edge of trail surfacing
• Groundcovers and grasses to be planted no closer than 3 feet from the
edge of trail surfacing
• Existing landscaping and trees must be protected and incorporated into
trail development/enhancement whenever possible
»»Ornamental grasses
• Generally require minimal maintenance once established and are typically
used in landscape buffers separating the trail from roadways
and sidewalks
»»Groundcovers
• Generally require minimal maintenance once established and are typically
used in landscape buffers separating the trail from roadways
and sidewalks.
• Typically used in areas where turf grass is not appropriate, such as on
steep slopes, and landscape buffers separating the trail from roadways,
or sidewalks.
»»Shrubs
• Consider native plant species along park boundaries, natural areas and
other locations where buffers are needed
»»Trees
• Avoid the use of trees having excessive litter and debris
• Consider a tree’s ultimate size and growth habit to ensure proper
placement for trail designs
• Consider using root barrier in areas where existing trees are located closer
than 10 feet to the edge of trail and/or when a large number of trees will
be planted
• Refer to the local jurisdiction street tree guidelines for trees to be planted
along trails, sidewalks or rights of way
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»»Low maintenance guidelines
• Avoid the use of plant species that produce excessive litter and
debris, such as fruit, pods or cones
• Avoid the use of plant species susceptible to wood rot, disease
or limb breakage (“weak wooded”) in areas of high trail use
• Avoid siting plant species that overhang trails or have root
systems that could impact trail surfaces

4.8 BRIDGES AND BOARDWALKS
Bridges and boardwalks are structures that span over sensitive
natural areas or inundated waterways to limit potential environmental
impact. They are typically used when crossing small creeks and
wetlands. Boardwalks range in length and can span as little as 10 feet
or stretch for longer distances depending on site conditions. Bridges
are used where greater lengths are required to span sensitive areas
or when the objective is to reduce impacts to the floodplain.

Wetland plants and
natural ecological function
to be undisturbed
Opportunities exist
to include seating
and signage into
boardwalks
Shared-use
railings: 42”
above surface

Approach rails
recommended in
areas of steep slopes
adjacent to boardwalk
Deck board spacing
depends upon
material
2” between decking
and toe kick

6” minimum
above grade

FIGURE 4G

Typical bridge/boardwalk cross-section.
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Pile driven wooden
piers or auguer piers
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Bridges and boardwalks are commonly constructed of wood, steel
or concrete with recycled plastic components. Wood is the most cost
effective, versatile and relatively easy to install. Special consideration
must be taken when using pressure treated lumber over waterways. While
steel is a more expensive option, it can be purchased as a prefabricated
kit, and can expand extensive lengths where other materials cannot.
Modular concrete boardwalk systems are gaining popularity due to their
low-impact installation methods and durability within wet areas. Recycled
plastic is popular for its material durability, but is typically limited to nonbearing uses such as decking and handrails. Bridge and boardwalk
designs must consider the intended use and be built from materials that is
aesthetically and structurally appropriate.

4.8.1 Boardwalks
General considerations for the use of boardwalks include:
»»Clear span width must be a minimum of 14 feet for regional trails and 12
feet for community trails. Wider widths are preferred in areas with higher
anticipated use and whenever railings are used
»»Use of a 6 inch curb rail is recommended. A 42 inch guardrail is required
at locations where there is a 30 inch or greater elevation difference in
the boardwalk surface and the ground/water surface below
»»Design to structurally support 5 tons of capacity depending on
emergency vehicle access and maintenance requirements
»»Evaluate footing types to include uplift as well as loading consideration
for flood events.
»»Consult a structural engineer for member sizing, headwall and post
footing design
»»Give careful consideration to selection of decking material to minimize
slippery conditions (see Table 4E)
»»Follow all local, state and federal permitting requirements where
boardwalks are located within wetlands; construction in wetlands is
subject to jurisdictional regulations
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4.8.2 Bridges
Bridges are most often used to provide user access over natural
features such as streams, creeks and wetlands, where a boardwalk
is not an option. The type and size of bridges can vary widely
depending on the trail location, site conditions and jurisdictional
requirements.
The biggest factor in determining the width and load capacity for
trail bridges, as well as boardwalks, is the project requirements and
the maintenance program , including emergency/ security access. A
developed site and maintenance access determines trail widths and
bridge/boardwalk capacity. The funding source is also a determining
factor, since federally-funded trails must adhere to the most stringent
design standards.
Below is a list of general guidelines for the design of bridges for
future trail projects. Many of these considerations are also applicable
to design of boardwalks.
»»When constructing a federally funded project, design criteria for
the width of bridges are established by AASHTO
• Standard width: 14 feet, unless a design exception is granted
• Standard for a ‘live load’ for pedestrian and bicycle bridges: 85
psf (pound per square foot), plus any additional vehicle loading
when used by maintenance or emergency/security vehicles
• For bridges greater than 10 feet wide, the vehicular design load is
for an HS10 truck
• Bridges must also be designed to resist lateral forces from wind
and earthquake as described by AAHSTO
»»Projects funded from other sources:
• Bridge width for regional and community trails: 2 feet wider than
the paved trail approaching the structure
• In special situations, a design exception is required in order
to allow the width of a bridge to match the width of the trail
connecting to it. Refer to Section 4.3 above for additional
information about design exceptions
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»»Vehicle-rated bridges will only be specified when they are justified for
maintenance, emergency or security access. The justification will be
dependent on the site and maintenance program. If determined to be
used for vehicle access, a bridge should generally be able to support the
weight of a light duty emergency vehicle
»»A goal of the district is to reduce, restrict and limit the need for
maintenance vehicle access over bridges by placing trash receptacles
and other ‘high maintenance’ site amenities close to the main access
points
»»If maintenance or emergency/security staff need access to a site’s
interior, make sure the trail intersections have wide radii and gentle
turning movements; i.e., no 90 degree turns or ‘T’ intersections
»»Provide a minimum of one 8 foot wide trail to one end of a bridge or
boardwalk for routine maintenance
»»If site amenities or structures are in a site’s interior and will require
vehicle access for routine maintenance (e.g., play equipment, shelter,
bridge/boardwalk, sport court, etc.) then a trail with adequate width and
proper load capacity must be provided
»»Adjust maintenance service delivery measures and design the site to
reduce vehicle trips or access into the site’s interior
»»Some sites may have reduced trail widths or surfacing modifications
to meet the intent of the NRFP, which calls on staff to: “Plan, provide
and manage appropriate maintenance access routes, where required,
that minimize impacts to natural resource areas by designing them with
minimal impervious surfaces and widths.”
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4.8.3 Materials
The district has traditionally used natural wood for its bridges and
boardwalks. Over the past several years, the use of recycled plastic
lumber has been used in an effort to be more sustainable. Other
materials may also prove to be useful, depending on site conditions,
costs and other factors. The following matrix in Table 4E can be used
to determine an appropriate surfacing treatment based on a variety
of site characteristics. Please note that the following should also be
used when determining surfacing materials for stairs or overlooks.
As new and/or improved surfacing options become available, they
should be evaluated in the same manner described in Table 4E.
Consult the district’s sustainability policy prior to making decisions
about surfacing materials.

Trail Surfacing
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Durability/
Sustainability

Wetlands/ Water

Ease of Maintenance

Cost

ADA

Active Use (jog/ bike)

Vehicle Access

TABLE 4E
BRIDGE / BOARDWALK
SURFACING MATRIX

Sun Conditions

Shaded Conditions

Trail Conditions (3 = Better Suited / 1 = Lesser Suited)

Ipe

1

3

TBD

1

3

1

3

3

3

Treated Wood

2

2

2

2

3

3

2

1

2

American Plastic Lumber

2

2

1

3

3

2

2

3

2

Fiberglass Grating

3

2

1

2

2

1

3

3

2

Metal Grating

3

3

1

2

2

1

3

3

2

Concrete Slab

TBD
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4.9 MID-BLOCK CROSSINGS
The following provides design guidance for roadway intersection
treatments. The guidelines presented in this plan represent conceptual
recommendations. Specific roadway intersection treatments will be based
on further engineering analysis conducted by a registered engineer
and review by the respective jurisdictional agency (City of Beaverton or
Washington County).
The approach to designing crossings at mid-block locations depends on
an evaluation of vehicular traffic, line of sight, trail traffic, use patterns,
vehicle speed, road type, road width and other safety issues such as
proximity to major attractions. When space is available, use of a median
refuge island can improve user safety by providing pedestrians and
bicyclists the space to perform a safe crossing.
Regardless of whether a mid-block crossing is non-signalized or
signalized, the crossing should do the following:
»»Be a safe distance (based on travel speeds and sight lines) from adjacent
intersections and not interfere (or be interfered) with vehicle traffic flow
»»Be located on flat topography to increase motorist visibility of the trail
crossing
»»Be as close to perpendicular (90 degrees) to the roadway as possible
»»Use signage and striping to warn trail users of the upcoming roadway is
strongly recommended
»»Maintain clear sight lines between trail users and motorists by clearing or
trimming vegetation obstructions
»»Provide a center median refuge if the crossing is more than 75 feet from
curb to curb or as directed by the agency with jurisdiction
When a proposed trail mid-block crossing is within approximately 300 feet
of an existing signalized pedestrian crosswalk, the trail should be routed
to it. This will avoid potential traffic signal operation problems and reduce
motorist confusion. For this alignment to be effective, barriers, signage or
offset trail alignments may be needed to direct trail users to the signalized
crossing. If no pedestrian crossing exists at the signal, modifications may
be required to accommodate a safe crossing.
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4.9.1 Non-Signalized Crossings
Non-signalized crossings are most likely to occur at local/
neighborhood roadways and some collector roadways. Nonsignalized crossings may be appropriate when maximum traffic
volumes are less than 9,000-12,000 ADT (average daily traffic)
vehicles and maximum travel speed is 35 MPH (miles per hour). Nonsignalized crossings may be appropriate with traffic volumes up to
15,000 ADT on two-lane roads and up to 12,000 ADT on four-lane
roads, if a median refuge island is provided in both scenarios.

FIGURE 4H

Mid-block non-signalized trail crossing of a local/residential street.
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Typical treatments at these crossings include:
»»Continental striping, if allowed by the agency with road jurisdiction
»»Signage
»»Sidewalk improvements, such as ADA transitional ramps
»»Vehicle bollards at trail access points
»»Street lighting
»»Median refuge islands if appropriate
»»Speed hump or raised crosswalk on roadways with low to moderate
traffic volumes (under 12,000 ADT) and a need to control traffic speeds
Trail design features that may be used to warn trail users of an upcoming
roadway crossing may include the following:
»»Curves in the trail to help slow trail users and raise awareness of
oncoming vehicles
»»Detectable warning strips help visually impaired pedestrians identify the
edge of the street
»»Signage

4.9.2 Signalized Intersections
Signalized crossings are most likely to occur at arterial roadways and
some collector roadways. There are different scales of signalization,
depending on traffic capacity, speed and trail user volume.
A signalized intersection should include all of the same treatments as
a non-signalized crossing, plus the addition of a traffic control device.
The addition of a traffic control device, such as a traffic signal or flashing
beacon, provides increased protection for trail users.
Typical traffic control devices used by the district, as approved by the City
of Beaverton or Washington County, include the following:
»»Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFB) act as lit warning devices to
supplement the trail crossing warning signs at uncontrolled approaches.
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»»Pedestrian Activated Hybrid Beacons (also known as HAWK signals)
alert motorists to stop when trail users are crossing mid-block. When
not activated, the signal is dark. When activated, the overhead
signal begins flashing yellow, followed by solid yellow, advising
motorists to prepare to stop. The signal then displays two solid
reds allowing bicyclists and pedestrians to safely cross. Finally, an
alternating flashing red signal indicates that motorists may proceed
when safe, after coming to a full stop.
»»Full Traffic Signal is a typical traffic signal with a green light always
shown. When activated by a bicyclist or pedestrian, the light
changes to yellow, then red; allowing the user to safely cross with
a “Walk” indicator. Full traffic signal installations must meet MUTCD
pedestrian standards for schools or modified warrants, which
include: being located where a shared use path intersects with a
high volume, high speed roadway, with traffic volumes exceeding
15,000 ADT and vehicle speeds exceeding 40 MPH.
Unlike non-signalized crossings of local or residential street, each
signalized crossing (regardless of traffic speed or volume) requires
additional review by a registered engineer and the agency having
jurisdiction of the roadway to identify sight lines, potential impacts on
traffic progression, timing with adjacent signals, capacity and safety.

4.9.3 Grade-Separated Crossings
Grade-separated crossings may be appropriate where a path
intersects with a high volume, high speed roadway, with traffic
volumes exceeding 25,000 ADT and vehicle speeds exceeding 45
MPH. Due to considerable cost and complexity of design, grade
separated crossings are limited to unique situations and usually
in partnership with a local jurisdiction. Typical grade-separated
crossings include:
»»Undercrossing
»»Overcrossing
Safety and ADA accessibility is a foremost concern with both
types of crossings. In undercrossing situations, the trail user may
be temporarily out of sight from public view or experience and
environment with poor visibility. To ensure safety and security
concerns are met, both types of crossings must be spacious, well-lit
and visible to public view. Flooding and/or standing water may also
pose a problem for undercrossings requiring the need for periodic
cleaning and/or draining (especially after storm events for those
undercrossings that may be located within greenways).
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4.10 RISK, SAFETY AND SECURITY
4.10.1 Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED)
Along with the desire of creating well-designed trails for its residents, the
district is also intent on ensuring the safety and security of its trails and
facilities. To help make this possible, the following fundamental CPTED
principles should be considered.
»»Access
• Establishment of clearly defined trail entries and facilities for trail users
to easily access and move about
• Establishment of clearly defined trail boundaries to differentiate
between public and private spaces
»»Visibility
• Maintain open sight lines throughout a trail corridor in order to
promote natural surveillance and the “see and be seen” concept

4.10.2 Scan Analyze Response Assess
(SARA)
SARA is a four-step process to quickly address situations that occur in the
field, and is described as follows:
»»Scan: observe what the situation is, to determine what possible factors
are the cause
»»Analyze: determine what possible solutions could be implemented
to correct
»»Response: implement solution
»»Assess: evaluate if the solution corrected the situation or if additional
measures need to be taken

4.10.3 Sight Distance
Maintaining adequate sight distance for trail users is key in providing a
safe trail system. This includes ensuring visibility for (and of) trail users at
mid-block crossing locations, steep slopes and switchbacks, tight curves,
wooded areas and any other situation where sight lines could be impaired
due to site conditions.
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4.11 MAINTENANCE & OPERATIONS
Maintenance operations of district trails fall into one of two
categories: park maintenance or natural resources maintenance.
»»Park maintenance is responsible for hard surface trails in order to
provide safe and open access opportunities for people to recreate,
travel, play and enjoy the outdoors
»»Natural resources maintenance is responsible for soft surface trails
in order to lessen human impacts and allow natural processes
to continue, while providing safe passage for people where
appropriate
Please refer to the district’s PFP for additional information relating to
park maintenance and the NRFP for additional information relating to
natural resources maintenance. Trail maintenance operations fall into
both categories and consist of the following:

4.11.1 Trail Management Program
THPRD’s Natural Resources & Trails Management department
administers the district’s approved Trails Management Program. The
goal of the Trails Management Program is to provide high quality trail
systems that safely and sustainably connect people and communities.
When the program is successful, these conditions will be met:
»»Trails will meet safety standards
»»Trail stakeholders, such as district departments and volunteers, will
know their role
»»Trail information will be available to the public
Trails management is a team effort, requiring the cooperation of
multiple departments. The Natural Resources & Trail Management
department has the lead role to coordinate the strengths of trained
volunteers and the Maintenance Operations, Design & Development,
Risk Management, and Security Operations departments to recognize
and recommend physical and service improvements to our district’s
trail system. Please refer the program document for more detailed
information about trails management.
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4.11.2 Safety Inspection Training Program
As part of the Trails Management Program, the district uses a Safety
Inspection Training Program. This program trains district staff to be aware
and able to identify potential hazards along the trail system, such as
overhanging tree limbs, deteriorating trail surfaces or substandard trail
sections. These inspections are conducted annually and are prioritized
accordingly. Those hazards posing immediate safety concerns to trail
users are moved to the top of the list and addressed immediately. All
other potential hazards are rated using a risk assessment matrix for future
inclusion in the district’s capital maintenance replacement program. The
Trails Analysis Form is included in the Appendix for reference.

4.11.3 Maintenance Standards Manual
In addition to the district’s Trails Management Program, additional
standards and guidelines for trail maintenance can be found in THPRD’s
Maintenance Standards Manual. Please refer to this manual for district
standards and guidelines related to trail maintenance practices. This
manual is intended to work in tandem with the Trails Management
Program and helps implement many of trail management principles.

4.11.4 Maintenance Vehicle Access Guidelines
In general, regional and community trails should be designed with
maintenance and emergency vehicle access in mind. This includes not
only the paved trail, but also any bridges or boardwalks along a trail
corridor. However, not all bridges and boardwalks need to be vehicle
rated if adequate access can be provided from either end of a bridge or
boardwalk. Additional guidance can be found in Section 4.8 above.
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